
 

 

Declaration 
 

We/I, Parents/Guardian of _ do hereby declare 

that the above information provided by us/me is correct and we/I understand that if the 

information is found to be incorrect or false, our/my child/ward shall be automatically 

debarred from the selection/admission process without any intimation in this regard. In 

case it also comes to the knowledge of the management, on detailed verification of the 

documents submitted, or at any point thereof, that the information furnished is incorrect 

or wrong, or the documents submitted have been forged/fabricated/tampered with, the 

admission will stand cancelled forthwith, without any notice and without having any right 

to claim a refund of the fee paid. The Management also reserves the right to initiate 

appropriate proceedings in case of any of the above contingencies. We/I also undertake to 

indemnify the school, its staff, its management and all people claiming under it from any 

action, issue or damage that may arise, irrespective of it being criminal or civil, due to the 

information having been provided by me/us being false. 

 

We/I accept the process of admission undertaken by the school and acknowledge the 

school’s right to deny admission to the children/wards of persons working against the 

interests of the school/management. We/I know that this school is a Private Unaided 

Christian Minority Institution. We/I also understand that the application/registration/short 

listing does not guarantee admission to our/my child/ward. We/I will abide by the 

decision taken by the school authorities. No claim in this regard will be entertained at a 

later stage for any mistake made by us/me. 

 

That we/I are/am fully aware of the school’s fee structure for the year 2023-24 and we/I 
understand that the fees may be increased by up to 8% for the year 2024-25 and likewise 

for the subsequent years the fees may increase vis-à-vis the fees prevalent in the 

immediately preceding year. We/I accept the same and further we/I also understand that 

there are ancillary expenditures which arise from time to time and we/I undertake to pay 

the same. We/I also accept that in the eventuality that we/I are/am unable to pay our/my 

daughter’s/ward’s fee, we/I will withdraw her from the school and will not seek a 

concession as we/I understand that the school already shoulders the expenses for the EDG 

children enrolled in the school. We/I further declare that we/I have not submitted any 

other form. 

 

The Safety and security measures of the school have also been viewed by us/me and we/I 

are/am satisfied with the same. 

 

We/I also undertake that the medical information provided by us/me regarding our/my 

child/ward is correct and nothing has been concealed there from and that incase any issue 

or action or damage arises due to our concealment of such medical facts, the school will 

not be held responsible and we/I undertake to indemnify the school, its staff and its 

management and all people claiming under it against any such actions, issues or damages. 

 
          
Signature: (Father) (Mother) (Legal Guardian, if any) 

 
 

Date :                         


